Abstruct -We consider the standard discrete-time slotted ALOHA system with a finite number of buffered terminals. The stability (ergodicity) region for this system is known only for the case of two terminals and for the case of any number of symmetric terminals. We introduce a new approach of studying the stability of this system by means of a simple concept of dominance. As a result, we show that the stability region for the case of two terminals can be obtained in a simple way. Furthermore, we obtain lower (inner) bounds for the stability region of the system with an arbitrary finite number of terminals that are superior to the ones already known. Finally, we point out a similarity between these stability results and the achievable region of the no-feedback collision channel that may suggest a connection between the two problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
NTERACTING queueing systems occur naturally in I multiple-access channel models and shared computer processor systems. As is the case with most nonstandard queueing systems, these interacting queues are difficult to analyze. Their study has received much attention lately owing to their importance in applications as well as to their theoretical interest. In [l] Fayolle and Iasnogorodski displayed the inherent difficulty of the analysis of such systems. In [2] the importance of interfering queues in multiple-access systems was recognized. In [3] Saadawi and Ephremides introduced an approximate model for the analysis of the slotted ALOH.4 system. In [4] and [5] Sidi and Segall introduced different approximations that led to an exact analysis of a simple two-user system. Szpankowski in [6] and [7] has considered the ergodicity region of the slotted ALOHA system and obtained lower bounds. Tsybakov and Mikhailov [8] obtained sufficient or necessary conditions for the stability of this system for the case of M users and, based on a result by Malyshev [9] , were able to obtain both necessary and sufficient conditions for ergodicity for M = 2. Mensikov [21] obtained conditions for M = 3. Finally, it has been established that in the classical bufferless symmetric infinite-user ALOHA analysis difficult is, of course, the infinite size of the state space and the fact that the probabilities of transition on the boundaries are different from those of their counterparts in the interior of the quadrant. This is shown, for example, in the figure for the transition (Q,, Q 2 ) + ( Q , -1, Q 2 ) . If these transition probabilities were identical regardless of whether Q2 = 0, the system of two queues would decompose nicely2 and each queue would be separately analyzable. This observation motivates the introduction of an auxiliary hypothetical system that has precisely this property. Consider a new system, S 2 , consisting of copies of the two queues of S , with the following properties:
1) arrivals at queue i in the new system occur at exactly the same instants as in the original system, i = 1,2; 2) the "coin tosses" that determine transmission attempts at queue i, i = 1,2, have exactly the same outcomes in both systems;
3) whenever Q, = 0, i =1,2, terminal i continues to transmit "dummy" packets with the same probability p , , thus continuing its interference with the other terminal whether it is empty or not.
It is clear that the queue sizes at either terminal in the new system will never be smaller than their counterparts in the original system, provided the queues start with identical initial conditions in both systems. In the new system S 2 the probability of success seen by, say, terminal 1 is always equal to pl(l -p2), while in the original system it oscillates between the values of p , and pl(l -p 2 ) depending on whether or not terminal 2 is empty.
Definition: The stability region of either system is the set of values of A,, i = l , 2 , for which the underlying irreducible aperiodic Markov chain (Q,, Q 2 ) is ergodic. Clearly, the strong stochastic dominance of S 2 on S implies that the stability region of S 2 inner-bounds that of S . The stability region of S 2 is easy to determine. Each Thus the stability region of S 2 is the rectangle shown in Fig. 2 . Now let us consider another hypothetical auxiliary system S' in the hope of obtaining a dominant system that does not dominate the original system as strongly and which can lead, therefore, to a closer tracking of the original system's behavior and a better bound of its ergodicity region. The system S' is identical to both S and S 2 with respect to arrivals and attempted transmissions (that is, it has properties 1 and 2) but differs with respect to behavior when the queues empty. In this system queue 2 behaves as in S while queue 1 behaves as in S 2 ; that is, only queue 1 continues the irresponsible transmission of "dummy" packets when it empties. As a result, queue 1 sees a probability of success that oscillates between p 1 and p l ( l -p2) depending on whether queue 2 is empty or not, while queue 2 always sees a worst case service rate of p2(l -p l ) regardless of the status of queue. It is clear that S' dominates S since either queue will have a successful departure in S whenever it has one in S', but not necessarily vice-versa. It is also clear that in S' the stability of queue 2 is easily determined by the fact that it operates as a discrete-time MJMJ1 system. Thus it will be stable if and only if A , < P , ( l -P , ) .
(1)
Let us therefore assume that (1) is satisfied, and let us determine the criterion for the stability of queue 1. Terminal 1 sees a probability of success rate that has the value p1 when terminal 2 is empty (and that happens with probability 1 -A2/p2(l-pl) according to the wellknown MlMl 1 formula) and the value pl(l -p 2 ) when terminal 2 is nonempty (which occurs with probability A2/p2(l-p , ) ) . In Appendix I it is shown that a sufficient condition for the stability of queue 1 is that the arrival rate A, be less than its average probability of success, thus extending the well-known result for a GIG11 queue What is important is that the boundary of the stability region given by (2) is not only a bound for the stability region of S but coincides with it in the region defined by A, < p2p1. The proof relies on the observation made earlier that, as long as the queues do not empty, systems S and S' are indistinguishable. Here is the argument: given that A, < p 2 ( l -p l ) , if for some A, queue 1 is stable in S', it is also stable in S by virtue of the dominance. Conversely, if for some A, queue 1 is unstable in s', then the queue size Q , ( n ) at terminal i at time n will grow to 00 without emptying with finite (nonzero) pr~bability.~ Thus not all sample paths of Q , ( H ) correspond to transient behavior with infinitely frequent visits to 0. However, as long as queue 1 does not empty, S' and S behave identically if started from the same initial conditions. Thus the same sample paths that go to 00 without visiting 0 belong to the evolution of queue 1 in system S. Therefore, queue 1 is unstable in system S as well.
Notice that by reversing the roles of the two queues in system S', that is, by assuming that queue 2 is the one that transmits dummy packets when it empties, we obtain a stability region given by and
( 3 )
The branch of the boundary that corresponds to (3) can be shown to be part of the stability region of S in a similar fashion. Thus the union of the branches corresponding to (2) and ( Note that by taking the envelope of these regions as p 1 and p 2 vary in [0,1] we obtain the curve C, shown in Fig. 4, which is analytically described by or parametrically by 3This follows from the fact that queue 2 is stable in its own right and decoupled from queue 1; nevertheless, an independent proof can be supplied as in [16] . The idea of this simple derivation as well as the choice of dominant systems was first briefly reported in [16] . We should note here that the conditions for ergodicity reported in [21] cannot be translated to characterize the ergodicity region because they are expressed in terms of the joint queue size distributions which are not known.
DOMINANT SYSTEMS FOR THE CASE OF M QUEUES-IMPROVED BOUNDS
Now consider the case of M > 2. The approach described in Section I1 is insufficient to yield the ergodicity region of the system. It does help, however, in producing bounds that are superior to the ones known to date. In this section we refine and extend the dominance approach and show how these bounds can be obtained.
Let Q , ( n ) be the queue size at terminal i at time n , i = l ; -. , M , n = 1 , 2 ; . -; let B , ( n ) denote theevent of a successful transmission of a packet by terminal i at time n , i = 1; . a , M , n = 1,2; . ., and let
(6) and (7) The quantity p , ( n ) clearly depends on the status of the queues at the different terminals and assumes values between p , when all other queues are empty, and p , n J + ,(1-p J ) when none of the other queues are empty.
We define now a sequence of M systems, each one consisting of M queues, with suitable properties that will permit us to use dominance relationshps amongst them and lead to the desired bounds. For j = 1,2; . ., M we define system SJ as follows.
)
Arrivals at the i th queue of S J , i = 1; . ., M , are identical to those at the i th queue of S.
2) "Coin tosses" that determine transmission attempts at the ith queue of S J , i = 1; . ., M , have identical outcomes to those at the ith queue of S.
3 ) For i > j , terminal i behaves exactly as in S ; that is, it does not attempt to transmit "dummy" packets when empty.
4) For i I j , terminal i attempts to transmit "dummy" packets when empty according to the following rules: with the aid of a "genie," terminal i is informed whether any terminal k , with k < i, will attempt a transmission in the slot; if yes, terminal i refrains from attempting to trans-mit; if no, it attempts to transmit a "dummy" packet with probability p , .
As a result we have a series of systems in each of which terminal 1 is offered the first choice to transmit a "dummy" packet if empty. If it fails to transmit a "dummy" or real packet, terminal 2, if empty, is offered the same choice. If it does not transmit, terminal 3 is given the chance, and so on, up to terminal j in the system SJ. Terminals with identity number greater than j do not attempt to transmit "dummy" packets in S J .
We define the quantities Q!( n), p&( n) as before, with the use of the superscript j denoting reference to system S J . Furthermore, let B,J(n) denote the event of a successful transmission of an information or dummy packet by termi- dominates S. The reason for the dominance is this. Terminal j in S J -' is always silent when empty, while it may transmit a "dummy" packet in S J . Furthermore, all other terminals in SJ-' will have a successful transmission whenever they do have one in S J , but not vice-versa. Thus it is clear that if both systems are started with the same initial conditions, we will have
imply no attempted transmission. In addition, its transmission will be successful if the coin tosses of all other terminals, except for one, imply no attempted transmission, and that one is empty and does not transmit a dummy packet. Furthermore, the transmission will be successful in many other mutually exclusive situations. Hence (9) follows. Note that the first term on the right side represents the probability that all other queues are silent, while the second term represents the probability that all but one empty queue in the group corresponding to i > j are silent.
In Appendix I, under certain conditions the quantities pi(n), Q,/(n) and P,tk(n) are found to possess nonzero limits as n -, m. Thus for all i, j , l I i, j 5 M we define
where Qi denotes the limit of Q;(n) in distribution.
totic bound, where j k denotes (1 -p k ) :
By letting n -, 00 in (9), we obtain the following asymp- Thus any terminal k, k > j , faces competition from the group of the first j terminals that always stays fixed. This is ensured by the rules of transmission explained in 4). We present the derivation of the new bounds in the form of two lemmas that lead to a theorem.
Lemma I: In the system S J the probability of a successful transmission by terminal j at time n satisfies the following lower bound inequality for all n 21:
Proof: First we need to define the following new quantities with reference to the ith queue of S'. Let X,'(n) denote the number of packets in the queue after the nth departure. Let A : ( n ) denote the number of packets that arrive between the ( n -1)th and nth departure. Let X,' and A: denote their counterparts in steady state.
Finally, let L'( A,) denote the expected length of the service interval in steady state.
It is well-known that for a stationary process in which the changes are of size one (in our case the departures and arrivals occur singly and not in groups) the departure point statistics are identical to. the arrival point statistics (9) (see Kleinrock [15, vol. 1, p. 176, item 21) . Now the arrival point statistics are identical to the statistics at an arbitrary point because of the memoryless nature of the arrivals.
Proof: By definition,
(10) 4This result is similar to the one for the GIG11 queue (see Kleinrock [15] ) with average arrival rate X and average service time 2. If the queue always be successful if the coin tosses of all other terminals is stable for X <I/? then Pr[Q > 01 = XW.
The transmission Of queue j in the jth system Therefore, the statistics of Q: and X,' are identical. Recall that Q: is the steady-state size of queue i in S' at any arbitrary instant in time, whereas X,' is the steady-state queue size at any arbitrary departure point in time.
By examining the ith queue at departure points, we deduce that
Taking expectations with respect to the steady-state
( 1 3) distribution identified earlier, we obtain
The finiteness of E [ X,'] implies that
where f,'(A,) denotes the expected length of the service interval of queue I in S'. Of course, f,'(A,) is also a function of the other arrival rates A,, k > I , but not of the ones for k I z -1 since arrivals to the first ( I -1) queues have no bearing on how often transmission attempts occur from the group of the first (i -1) queues in S' (they occur with probability 1 -ni: 'l(l -p,) in every slot). In any event, the function f,' is nondecreasing in A,; this is quite obvious since more frequent arrivals will crate more frequent collisions and less frequent successes by all queues, including the z th one.
Our goal now is to show that f,'(A,) sl/p',. Recall that by assumption for all A, < p: the I th queue in S' is stable, and so
Thus for all x with A, 5 x < p: we have xf,y A , ) I xf"( x) < 1.
for A, I x < p:.
Upon letting x + p:, this yields f,'(A,) I 1/p:, as desired. Substituting this in (15) we conclude that Finally, by virtue of the dominance (in keeping with the
f o r a n y i > j . (18) earlier use of the word) of S J by S' we conclude that Consequently, This completes the proof.
We now state the main theorem of this section. The proof depends critically on the fact that in system S J for any k s / + l , {Q~,...,Q,l+,,...,Q~} is a well-defined aperiodic irreducible Markov chain. This is a consequence of the dummy packet transmissions. In system SJ, irrespective of their queue sizes, users 1 to k for any k 5 j + 1 transmit packets (dummv or information) with probability 1 -n,",, (l-p,) . Thus for any k I j + 1, the evolution of {el,.. .,Ql,+,,. . ., QA} can be studied as
Consider the queue {Q,"-'(n)} of SM-'. It is a onedimensional Markov chain, and it is easy to see that if A, < b," = p:, then the following are true:
the Mth queue is ergodic; there exists a unique invariant steady-state distribution Consider now the system SMP2 . We recall that { QE:?(n), Q E -' ( n ) } is a well-defined aperiodic irreducible Markov chain. Because SMP1 dominates S M -2 , the conditions A, < p: and A M P I < b::: imply that this chain is ergodic, and that a unique invariant distribution exists for the pair. Next consider the three-dimensional Markov chain in this system {Q,"I:(n), Q,"I:(n), Q," -' ( n ) } . Assume that the distribution of {Q,"I:(O), QE-'(O)} is identical to the stationary distribution identified before and that the distribution of {Q,"I:(O)} and the bound depends on that ordering. The union of the bounds of the stability regions over all possible orderings yields an improved bound.
IV. COMPARISON OF BOUNDS
In Appendix I1 we show that the bounds derived in the preceding section are tighter than those obtained in [6], [7] by Szpankowski. Here we calculate the numerical values of the two bounds for various values of the system parameters in order to provide a measure of the improvement.
The Although we cannot compare the values of the bounds to those of the unknown ergodicity region, we do find a significant improvement in our bounds. Perhaps surprisingly, we see that the improvement becomes more significant as M increases. Because we consider all possible orderings of the sets of users to obtain the tightest bound, the computational burden also increases proportionally as M increases.
The values of the arrival rates A, chosen for each of the following tables are organized into four groups, designated G,, G,, G,, and G4, respectively. In G , one or more values of the A, are zero. In G, all A, are approximately in the middle of the ergodicity region. In G, all A, are chosen to be close to the boundary of the stability region (as best as we can tell), and, finally, in G4 one or more of the A, is chosen to be outside the "wor~t-case'~ hypercube that lies in the middle of the stability region.
In some instances the value of the Szpankowski bound could not be computed because the chosen values of A,; -, A, lie outside the region of its applicability. This is indicated by an entry marked-. Also, an asterisk means that the corresponding value of A, lies outside the "worstcase" hypercube region.
v. THE CONNECTION TO INFORMATION THEORY
The results obtained so far for the stability of the slotted ALOHA system present a striking similarity to those concerning the achievable region of the no-feedback collision channel [13], [14] . First of all, let us refer to the problem we studied here as the "stability" problem. In the stability problem the goal is to determine the regions of values of the arrival rates A i of the Bernoulli arrival processes for x~o -, xio-, x~o -~ xio-, x~o -~ xio-, xio-, xio-, x~o -, x~o -~ xio-, 
G,
9.8* 9.77* 9.77* 9.17. 9.77* 9.77* 9.70 9.70 9.70 23.41 -9.8* 9.77* 9.77* 9.77* 9.7 9.7 9.7 9.7 9.7 24.29 (0.8,0.7,0.6,0.5,0.4,0.3,0.2,0.1,0.1,0. whch the discrete-time slotted ALOHA system of M buffered users is stable in the sense of ergodicity of the underlying chain whle in the "capacity " problem the object is to find at what rates R , the terminals can simultaneously transmit to the common receiver reliably (in the Shannon sense). Both problems consider the same channel (the collision channel) that requires a single packet transmission to ensure successful reception. However, they differ in terms of the question of interest (queue stability versus reliable transmission rate), and in terms of the assumptions on feedback, arrivals, and transmission protocol.
Interestingly, the results are remarkably similar for the two problems. In fact, 1) for M = 00 (and A, = A, = . . ) the "stability" prob- [14] states that JR, + 6 5 1 defines an achevable region;
3) for 2 < M < co the "stability problem leads to the bounds derived here and elsewhere [6], [7] ; these bounds can be shown to be consistent with the results of the "capacity" problem, whch state that
defines an achievable region (capacity region, actually, under the constraint of using a transmission protocol sequence), namely, that region contains the region of inner bounds obtained for the stability problem (as can be shown quite easily).
These observations suggest that there may be a nonsuperficial connection between the information theoretic and the queueing theoretic versions of the problem and that the stability region for 2 < M < 00 in the stability problem is given by
If this is indeed true, then given that feedback is known to, in general, enlarge the capacity region of a multiuser channel, the ALOHA transmission protocol makes poor use of this feedback in that the achievable region is not enlarged.
Finally, with respect to the meaning of the requirement that CIM,Ipi = 1 in the parametric description of the capacity region, we note that for the "stability" problem one can easily show that if where At is a common auxiliary variable, until the sum hits the value 1.
VI. CONCLUSION
A new technique involving stochastic dominance was used to study the ergodicity region of the discrete-time slotted ALOHA system with a finite number of buffered users. We have obtained the regon exactly for M = 2 and derived inner bounds to it for M > 2 that improve upon earlier ones. The results look remarkably similar to those of the no-feedback collision channel and thus lead to speculation about a deeper relationship between the queueing-theoretic and information-theoretic approaches to the problem. They also suggest a conjecture about the precise boundaries of the stability region for M > 2. The dominance approach introduced represents a natural and simple concept that may be of further value to the study of related problems.
APPENDIX I
In Appendix I-A we establish that for any j , 1 I j I M -1, if the ( M -j)-dimensional markov chain { Q;+ n ) , . . . , Q h ( n ) } is ergodic and stationary, then the condition A, < p; implies that the ( M -j + 1)-dimensional Markov chain {e;( n); . . , Q h ( n ) } is also ergodic. Here pi is the steady-state value of p j ( n ) as defined in the text. In Appendix I-B we establish that for any j , 1 I j I M -1, if the (M -j + 1) dimensional Markov chain {e;( n); . e, Q h ( n ) } is ergodic, then the invariant distribution of { Qj( n ) } has a finite first moment.
A .
We use Loynes' stability result. The first step is to obtain an evolution equation for which Loynes' result is applicable. Care is needed to describe the system properly. Thus we assume that in any time slot, departures occur before arrivals and that the queue size is measured just before the departures occur. Thus the zth queue in system SJ evolves as follows:
(1-1) where x+ Li x if x 2 0, and 0, otherwise. Here A j ( n ) stands for the number of arrivals in slot n an Q,(n) for the queue size at the beginning of slot n. The random variable B/(n) indicates when the ith user has exclusive use of the channel. Thus { B:( n) =1} = {user i flipped a l } n {no other user transmits}.
It is possible that Q/( n ) = 0 and B/( n) = 1. In this case, irrespective of whether or not user i transmits a dummy packet, there will be no departure from the queue and the evolution equation is consistent with this definition of B / . 
Let yJ( n)
Proofi Recall that
Before we apply Loynes' result, it is necessary to show that propriately. Once we condition on the status of queues { Q;+ ( n +1),-. -, Q h ( n +l)}, we find that the event { Bj'(n +1) =1} is no longer dependent on the event {A;( n) = l}. Furthermore, the arrivals to queue j are by assumption independent of the past history of the system and of the current arrivals to other queues. That is, for any n > 0, the event { A,J(n) =1} is independent of A j ( n ) for all i # j and for all i , l I i I M ; furthermore, for k I n , it is independent of Q,J(k) and B,l(k). Since
it follows that the event {A;( n) = 1) is independent of Qr( n + 1) for i 2 j + 1. The last step is to note that, by assumption, the distribution of { Qj, n); . . , Q h ( n ) } is stationary. Hence
By completing similar arguments to account for the events { ( A ; ( n ) = O)(B/ ( n +1) =l)}, { ( A , J ( n ) =l)(Bj(n +1) = O } , and {(Aj(n) = 0)( Bj' ( n +1) = O ) } it can be shown that A j ( n ) and q J ( n + l ) are stationary.
Therefore, we may apply Loynes results to our queue and conclude that if E[qI(O)] < 0, the random variable FJ(n) is stable in the sense that it has a proper (nonzero) limiting distribu-tion for all initial conditions. Noting that the distribution of {Qj,,(n);..,QL(n)} is stationary by assumption, we may deThese equations can be solved to yield .
(1-13)
dimensional Markov chain { Qj+,(n); . ., Q t ( n ) } is ergodic, the
1+--
foregoing inequality clearly implies that the ( M -j + 1)-dimensional Markov chain { Qj( n); . . , Q h ( n)} is ergodic. This completes the proof.
B.
Pr [ Q; = 01 = > 0 , Based on (1-13) and the fact that queue i is stable in the sense that
In view of the results of Appendix I-A, we can now establish we conclude that A, < klim P:.,'
(1-14) the following lemma. dimensional Markov chain {e:( n); . ., Qh( n)} is ergodic, then for all i 2 j a unique invariant distribution exists for {Qi'(n)} and this distribution has a finite first moment.
Furthermore, (1-14) implies that the sequence { P81k } has a geometrically bounded tail. Consequently, A, < lim, -2p!,n implies that the average queue size is bounded. The existence of a proper distribution is obvious from (1-11) and (1-12) and the fact that p~~> o . Proof: Consider the ith queue of S , for any j, ne following system equations can be derived by writing the system-wide equations for the M-dimensional system and summing appropriately:
(1-5)
APPENDIX I1
Next we show that for the system S the stability region obtained by Szpankowski in [6] and [7] is a strict subset of the region obtained here. First we describe briefly the model used in The presence of a bar denotes subtraction from 1, i.e., A = 1 -A.
Obviously, the "death rates" p!, ( n ) are functions of the arrival rates of the other queues and of the sue of the queue we are d,( 171) > 0 and considering; this is why the queues are coupled and difficult to analyze. We know (that for 2 2 J ) e i k ( n ) and p:.k(n) Possess equations, we obtain can be negative. Therefore, without loss of generality, let US assume that only A, is negative.
Both (11-3) and (11-4) will be satisfied for all m , n for which neither n nor m equals 1. Thus (11-3) and (11-4) are equivalent to 
